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The importance of school 

grounds for wildlife

School grounds are gardens

Gardens are biodiverse

Gardens are important

Why the WLGF wants to 

promote school grounds



School grounds are gardens

Managed Space for: 

• exercise and relaxation

• for beauty and appreciation of the natural 

world

• growing food

• looking and learning

• wildlife to flourish and be enjoyed



How many species live in gardens 

??

British Gardens contain only about 

Forty species of birds

Five or six species of mammals

Six species of amphibians and reptiles

Name any species of animal !

Exercise



So why are gardens thought important 

for wildlife?

Jennifer Owen

Studies 1972-2009



Jenny Owen studied wildlife in her 

ordinary detached garden in 

Leicester



Jenny Owen studied wildlife in her 

ordinary detached garden in 

Leicester

In the groups she could study she found

• 422 species of plants

• 364 species of butterflies and moths

• 251 species of beetles

• A total of 2,204 species in 34 groups

Allowing for the many obscure groups she couldn’t study, she 

estimated that about 8,450 species of insects alone could be 

found in gardens.



Invertebrates
These are the little things that run the world 

They are important and fascinating in their own right

And they are the food for everything else in the garden

Blue tit chicks are estimated to eat 

35,000,000,000 caterpillars in Britain 

each year 



How do gardens compare with 

other habitats ?

In plant species alone, gardens contain more 

per unit area than the African rainforest

The garden habitat contains between 5 and 

40% of all our animal species (by group).

No other British habitat type is so diverse

WHY ??



Gardens are biodiverse because:

Contrived plant diversity

Permanent succession
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Gardens are biodiverse because:

Contrived plant diversity

Permanent succession

Variety of structure

Domestic lawns

Food supply and food 

webs



Gardens reproduce many important 

British habitats
Mature trees

Woodland, dead wood habitat

Shrubs and hedges

Woodland margin, scrub

Lawns

Grazed meadow

Veggie patch and borders

Arable field, disturbed ground

Ponds

Field ponds, ditches
Compost heap

Forest floor – leaf litter

Rockery

Mountain, rubble, scree , sand-dune 

habitats



But surely gardens don’t offer a 

significant amount of habitat ?

Area of domestic 

gardens in England is 

564,514 hectares 

(1/5th size of Wales)

Up to 50% of urban 

greenspace

Gardens  provide 

connectivity through a 

fractured countryside



Welsh groundsel

Senecio cambrensis

Stag beetle

Lucanus cervus

Gardens are the main habitat for:



Gardens are the main habitat for:

House Martin
House sparrow



Gardens are the main habitat for:

Frogs – up to 70% of British frogs are now confined to gardens



Gardens are supermarkets



Gardens are important for wildlife

Lots of species live in them

Lots more species use them

They are much more friendly places for 

wildlife than farmland or plantations

They are a very big resource

Think global, act local



The Wildlife Gardening Forum
Founded in 2005 by English Nature, 

now an independent Charity

Mission - To help everyone make their 

gardens better for wildlife 

By:

Raising understanding of the importance of 

gardens for wildlife and people

Providing impartial evidence-based information 

and advice

Inspiring and supporting the wildlife gardening 

community

Free to join – no employees

c1400  members from >200 organisations

www.wlgf.org



Threats to garden wildlife

Ignorance by ecologists

Myth-information

Concrete and paving

Loss to development

Shrinking garden sizes

Climate change

What are we worried about?



Only “wildlife gardens” are any good for wildlife

Wildlife gardening can be in one small area of your plot

Wildlife gardens must be informal and scruffy

All wildlife gardens should follow (MY!) blueprint

General wildlife gardening myths



Special wildlife gardening myths

“Only big suburban gardens are of value”

“You must only plant native species”

“Wildlife gardens need nettles for butterflies”

“You must buy special homes for garden animals”

“Lawns must be replaced with flower meadows”

Magpies and pussy cats kill all the garden birds”

“You must feed garden birds”

“You must garden organically”



What is our interest in Education? 

In our Manifesto we set out what we want to see:

All children having access to a garden 

rich in wildlife, at home and at school

Children using gardens to give them a 

richer environment for learning and 

play 

People valuing and enjoying wildlife in 

their gardens, encouraging a deeper 

appreciation of biodiversity and the 

environment



Because:

School gardens can add a significant amount to the 

garden habitat available to wildlife



Because:

Being out of doors improves children’s concentration, 

exercise and health

A third of 2-15 year-olds children 

in England are now overweight 

or obese, By 2050 > 50% of 

adults and a quarter of all 

children will be obese. 

Children’s ability to do physical 

tasks such as sit-ups has 

declined, and there has been a 

10% drop in their cardiovascular 

fitness in a decade



Because:

Being out of doors improves children’s concentration, 

exercise and health

The best way to get children to 

exercise is to give them 

opportunities to play outside

They miss out on building 

resilience through coping with 

the risks and challenges of 

outdoor play, 



Because:

If the next generation of adults is to care about and 

protect the natural environment, they must build a 

connection with it as a child.

As David Attenborough said:

"No one will protect what 

they don’t care about; and 

no one will care about 

what they have never 

experienced”

But especially



My parents say it was crawling around on the 

lawn of our very small house in Southampton 

and picking up ladybirds and putting them into 

matchboxes.

Chris Packham Desert Island Disks 2013

What was your 

very first brush 

with nature?



Children watch television for 17 

hours, and are online for 20 

hours every week. 

Our 11–15-year-olds spend 

half their waking lives in front of 

a screen.



This replacement of play in the real world with virtual 

play has been called ‘the extinction of experience’, 

The over-protected life of children indoors has been 

called ‘well-meaning, protective house arrest’.



Extinction of experience



Extinction of experience



Extinction of experience



www.wlgf.org Our Website

http://www.wlgf.org/
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28 pages, 80 references cited
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Just 4 so far!
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www.wlgf.org Our Website

http://www.wlgf.org/


We need Your help

More Case Studies of practice in schools –

what works!

Web page material on:

• School grounds

• Parents and children

• Forest schools

• Training in wildlife gardening

Fun blogs about school gardening!

Become a Trustee of the Wildlife Gardening Forum        

– Not such a big commitment!



Thanks for listening

Steve@wlgf.org


